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Expert Spring MVC and Web FlowApress, 2006
Ican still remember the time I first realized what the Spring Framework was and how it could
help me. I was tasked with building a web application that will register new businesses with
the local government, and being a Java shop this meant the standard set of frameworks at the
time: Struts, JavaServer Pages (JSP), and Hibernate....
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Computer Analysis of Power SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1990
Describes the main computer modeling techniques that constitute the framework of modern power system analysis. After describing the main computational and transmission system developments influencing power system analysis, the book covers load or power flow, AC system faults and the electromechanical behavior of power systems. Dynamic models of...
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Algorithm-Architecture Matching for Signal and Image ProcessingSpringer, 2010

	Advances in signal and image processing together with increasing computing power
	are bringing mobile technology closer to applications in a variety of domains like
	automotive, health, telecommunication, multimedia, entertainment and many others.
	The development of these leading applications, involving a large diversity of
	algorithms...
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Mastering WiresharkPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Master Wireshark and train it as your network sniffer
	
		Impress your peers and get yourself pronounced as a network doctor
	
		Understand Wireshark and its numerous features with the aid of this fast-paced book packed with numerous screenshots, and become a pro at resolving network...
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React 16 Tooling: Master essential cutting-edge tools, such as create-react-app, Jest, and FlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		React 16 Tooling covers the most important tools, utilities, and libraries that every React developer needs to know - in detail.

	
		Key Features

		
			Each chapter presents meta-development solutions to help React developers
	
			The tools used are presented in a practical,...
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Secrets of RSS (Visual QuickStart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
The great advantage of RSS is that you can select your sources of information if you're the reader, and you can publicize selected information if you're the publisher. RSS is the next step in the information revolution and it's transforming the Internet and the world.

RSS...
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Adjudicating Climate Change: State, National, and International ApproachesCambridge University Press, 2009
The world’s political process has been slow to react to the serious, and potentially catastrophic, consequences for life on our planet that flow from the burning of fossil fuel. In one sense, this is understandable: turning around the global energy base is not a simple task. In another sense, it is inexcusable: a myopic failure to act in the...
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ITIL Service Transition 2011 Edition (Best Management Practices)The Stationery Office, 2011

	The ITIL Editions 2011 has been updated for clarity, consistency, correctness and completeness. By focusing on delivery and control process activities, ITIL Service Operation describes how a highly desirable steady state of managing services can be achieved on a day-to-day basis. Key Features The updated ITIL publications share a similar...
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Networks: Optimisation and Evolution (Cambridge Series in Statistical and Probabilistic Mathematics)Cambridge University Press, 2007
Point-to-point vs. hub-and-spoke. Questions of network design are real and involve many billions of dollars. Yet little is known about optimizing design - nearly all work concerns optimizing flow assuming a given design. This foundational book tackles optimization of network structure itself, deriving comprehensible and realistic design principles....
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Wireless Mobility: The Why of Wireless (Networking Professional's Library)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Comprehensive Answers to the "Why" of Wireless Mobility


	In this unique guide, Cisco wireless expert Neil Reid incorporates best practices from some of the most complex and challenging wireless deployments in the industry and provides an insider's view of the "why" of wireless mobility. The book discusses...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2012 Security CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Microsoft SQL Server is becoming a more mature, more feature-rich, and more

	secure database management system with each new version. SQL Server 2012 is an enterprise-class relational database server. Sometimes, it might not look like it to the staff whose responsibilities are to deploy it, to create databases and write T-SQL code, and to...
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Decision Making and Problem Solving Strategies (Sunday Times Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2012

	Decision Making and Problem Solving Strategies will help you to master the process of practical thinking that lies behind effective decision making, problem solving and creative thinking.


	There are three forms of applied thinking that we all need:

	decision making, problem solving and creative thinking. These

	overlap...
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